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Polar Bear Chase Game

game cards pages

safety scissors

What You’ll Need:  

1.  Shuffle the cards and deal one at a time face down to each player 
until there are no cards left.  It’s okay if players have different 
numbers of cards.

2.  The youngest person starts first by turning their top card up and 
placing in the centre of the table. The player on their left goes next, 
so everyone has a turn. 

3.  The Chase! The purpose of the game is to collect all the cards in the 
deck. To do this, whenever a Polar Bear Cub or Polar Bear Mama 
card is turned face up, the player who slaps their hand on the pile 
first gets to keep the pile. They put it at the bottom of their own pile.  
Now they’re closer to winning the game!

4.  If a player runs out of cards, they can still play until the next Polar 
Bear card is turned over. If they miss the Chase, though, they’re out. 

5.  Continue playing until one player has all the cards. They become  
the Polar Chase Champion!

•  You can also use these cards to play a memory game. Put all the 
cards in rows, face down. Take turns turning over two cards at 
a time.  If you find a pair, you keep the cards. Who collected the 
most matching pairs? 

•  What are some animals where you live? Make cards that show 
these animals. Play the matching game again, adding the animal 
cards you have made.

Cut out the “Polar Bear Chase” game cards.  There are two of every picture 
and some blank cards for you to make your own cards.

Chase the Polar Bears!

Set Up:

Try This: 



polar bear mama polar bear mama polar bear cub

polar bear cub beluga whale beluga whale

polar wind polar wind northern lights
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wolf wolf fish



fish walrus walrus

seal seal canada goose

canada goose caribou caribou

sea otter sea otter puffin

puffin orca orca



lemmings lemmings arctic fox

arctic fox
arctic wooly 
caterpillar

arctic wooly 
caterpillar

bald eagle bald eagle owl

owl

Make your own cards!  

Don’t forget to draw 
two of each card.




